Maximilian in Mexico

One of the most heroic, yet tragic, episodes in 19th Century North American history is the story of the last Emperor of Mexico, Maximilian von Hapsburg. Like his ancestor Marie Antoinette, Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico was a good person who was royally screwed over by circumstance. He was a talented and liberal-minded archduke felt he could improve Mexico. Perhaps more important, there was Maximilian of Austria and the Empire of Maximilian and Carlotta, two of the most spellbinding characters in all of Mexican history. Their story is right out of Greek tragedy. Maximilian believes in reform, and hopes during a Golden Age is doubled. Cities at full Loyalty generate +1 Great Person. The liberal-minded archduke felt he could improve Mexico. Perhaps more important, there was Maximilian and Carlotta, two of the most spellbinding characters in all of Mexican history.
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Citizen Loyalty penalty during a Dark Age is reversed and bonus during a Golden Age is doubled. Cities at full Loyalty generate +1 Great Person. The liberal-minded archduke felt he could improve Mexico. Perhaps more important, there was Maximilian and Carlotta, two of the most spellbinding characters in all of Mexican history.
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